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Star-shaped and planterian vaults between Seventeenth and Eighteenth century 
in the entrance halls of Turin. 

From the contributions of the treatises, to the geometric modeling, to the survey of artifacts

Turin baroque palaces, at the end of the seventeenth century, develop a new type of representative hall with a 
single covering: a vaulted space, masonry structured, whose radiocentric star-shaped matrix evolves and changes, 
over a period of less than a century, in double axial orthogonal schemes, particularly through the work of Plant-
ery. Star-shaped and planterian vaults are generated by a wide mail vault, that cover the entire hall, combined, 
through intersections and cuts, with secondary radiocentric vaults (in star-shaped vaults) or axial and angular 
vaults (in planterian vaults). �e study of treatises and manuals bring out interesting considerations on formal 
conception and construction techniques of these vauls that are reflected in 3D digital modeling and survey.
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Introduction
(R. Spallone, M. Vitali)

“Star-shaped” and “planterians” vaults are, between 
Seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the most fash-
ionable covering system, masonry made, for the en-
trance hall of palaces in Turin.
�ese vaults constitute one of the outcomes of the fer-
vent baroque research related to architectural vaulted
systems and, particularly, of those studies that locally
lead to the parallel and contemporary Guarini’s and
Vittone’s works1, in the ecclesiastical sphere, on domed
structures: star-shaped and planterian vaults are char-
acterized by a remarkable geometric complexity that
gives them dynamism and airiness allowing, at the same
time, the use of rather limited heights.
Star-shaped vaults are generated by a big lowered vault,
free of intermediate supports, mainly based on a ellip-
tical or oval framework, on which lunettes insert them-

1 �e stories, which are not only limited to the cultural sphere, 
between the three architects - Guarini, Vittone and Plantery - 
are thick and can be related to Vittone, Plantery nephew and 
apprentice in his studio, then editor of the posthumous Gua-
rini’s treatise, L’Architettura civile.

selves giving birth to a radial system whose shape looks 
like a star. Planterian vaults are named after the archi-
tect Gian Giacomo Plantery, that worked in Piedmont 
and particularly in Turin from the early years of the 
eighteenth century: they are composed of a main vault 
on which secondary vaults are added, axially or angu-
larly in relation to the plan, almost always rectangular, 
producing complex systems that, starting by a radial 
scheme, get to configurations that assert the two longi-
tudinal and transverse axial.
Unlike star-shaped vaults, whose Guarini’s prototypes 
are exemplary and exceptional cases in the historic fab-
ric of the city, the planterian vaults, thanks to the in-
tense activity carried out by their creator2 in the archi-
tecture and in urban planning of Torino, are spread, at 
the hands of many coeval architects, according to a real 
“trend”, lasting for about sixty years.
�e variety of layouts of these type of vaults provides
an interesting testing field for the formulation of differ-
ent hypothesis on the geometry in support of the real-
ized shapes, verifiable with intrados survey operations,

2 Plantery works in Piedmont, and particularly in Turin, since 
the end of the first decade of the eighteenth century, as an ar-
chitect, a city planner and a councilor, until his death, in 1756.
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early seventeenth centuries, that almost always provided 
the organization of halls and galleries with the regular se-
quence of vaulted modules – sail or groin vaults – that di-
vide the space according to uniform rhythms, at the end 
of the seventeenth century some unusual radiocentric 
compositional scheme are proposed by Guarino Guar-
ini (1624-1683), forerunners of the star-shaped vaults. 
�ese Guarini’s inventions can be found in the halls de-
signed for the palaces Carignano (1680) and Provana di
Collegno (realized after Guarini’s death on his design in
1687) in which the doorways, both the distribution and
the reception systems, are ordered in a sequence of spaces
with a central plan: the main room shows a star-shaped
vault, structured in a principal oval plan surface with lu-
nettes (Carignano Palace) to which are added residual
vaults in the corners, in order to complete the rectangu-
lar plan (Provana palace). �ese schemes reverberate in
the work of Michelangelo Garove (1650-1713), one of
the Guarini’s followers, that, in Asinari di Sanmarzano
palace (1684), completes the main vault, oval-plan with
lunettes, with parts of groin vaults (generating a rectan-
gular plan) and connect it to modular groin vaulted dia-
phragms, perpendicular to the walking axis of the atrium.
Guarini, in his vaults for civil buildings, shows a great
formal and constructive variety: “He does not proceed
by making variations on a tradition, he aims to review
the entire process of design and construction of the
vaults, reformulating from geometric principles, the
materials and procedures: the six round generators bod-
ies, mentioned in the Treaty, the construction systems,
related to the use of different materials (stone, wood,
brick), and the different projection methods (icnografia,
ortografia elevata, ortografia gettata) as a tool for the
design and measurement”3.
As seen, in Turin star-shaped vaults have a rather re-
duced diffusion compared to that much wider of plan-
terian vaults4, that appear to be their significant met-

3 E. Piccoli, 2006, p. 43
4 Cavallari Murat reiterates the importance that spaces for mixed 
public/private use play in the characterization of the urban 
fabric: “indoor spaces are a significant area of applicability for 
planning language and, in particular, of the baroque and rococo 
language that had melted in the urban tissue indoor and out-
door spaces, disavowing their defective theoretical separation” 
A. Cavallari Murat, 1968, p. 110-111. �e focus used in the de-
scription of these spaces in many of eighteenth-century maps of
cities seems to be one of the starting points for the encoding of
symbolic languages dedicated to the preparation of philological

whose representation can profitably use digital mode-
ling tools.
�e geometric interpretation and the factorization in
simple vaults constitute a first reading level that pertain
to the conceptual aspects of the problem: they allow to
recognize the generating surfaces, primitives or generat-
ed by sections, abstracting from constructive imperfec-
tions or limits, and from decoration. Inspirations and
ideas for the dynamic improvement of the geometric
model ensue above all from the definition of the inter-
section lines: varying the assumptions about the shape it
is possible to redefine the intersections between the sur-
faces in order to gain a better correspondence between
the geometric construction and the architectural image.
In addition, the need to consider the material con-
sistency of the supports involves the exclusion, in this
analysis, of some reference surfaces, exploitable only for
theoretical models in which the vertical elements are re-
placed by their geometrical axis.
�e transition from the design process, of which some
few documents –of varying amounts depending on
buildings – are stored up in the archives, to the material
construction and the “a posteriori” geometric reconstruc-
tion constitute the central issue, the resolution of which
contemplates necessary knowledge on architectural cul-
ture, construction techniques and decoration of the his-
torical period. In the reconstruction of the surfaces, in
fact, it becomes essential to understanding the methods
and techniques of “adjustment” of the centering and the
equipment, particularly at intersections between the dif-
ferent elements of the vaulted system.
�e decoration and the connection that it interweaves
with the structural level represent a complexification of
the problem: in effect, the decoration can, depending
on the circumstances, or emphasize or hide the structur-
al organization of the vault, or to be a static stiffening
obtained by technical virtuosity that involve complex
changes of the centring.

From star-shaped Guarini models to planterian par-
adigms between the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies (M. Vitali)

In the period considered, the entrance hall of the noble 
residences, in Piedmont act as a spectacular centerpiece 
at the acme of the ceremonial entry route.
In relation to the compositional tradition of sixteenth and 
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amorphosis related to the need for an adaptation of a 
radial system, elliptical or oval based, on a rectangular 
or square plan.
Starting from the star-shaped prototypes, Gian Giaco-
mo Plantery (1680-1756), at the beginning of his ca-
reer, prepare the drafts of two noble houses, Novarina di 
San Sebastiano (the first decade of 1700) and Cigliano 
(1707) 5, with a still seventeenth-century taste, where, 
in order to adapt the starry scheme to the rectangular 
layout, incorporates and interprets the scheme adopted 
by Michelangelo Garove – that transforms the cloister 
vaulted corners of Palazzo Provana in further depletions 
and articulations of the central space6 – introducing, 
however, changes that are beginning to deny the radio-
centric scheme in favor of the axial. In subsequent years, 
the reference model is processed again, also based on 
the influence exerted by the vault of the sacristy of the 
Santi Martiri Church, by Pellegrino Tibaldi7, leading to 
the definitely more personal and mature outcomes of 
the palaces Saluzzo Paesana (1715) and Cavour (1729), 
which assert themselves as a model of planterian vaults, 
widely diffused in the contemporary civil architecture, 
not limited to courtly buildings and spaces of rep-
resentation, but extended, even in the case of income 
housing, to the coverage of shops and mezzanines.
�e other two attributions to Plantery, in addition to 
those that are uncertain8, regard the Capris di Cigliè 

conjectural maps, developed by the Istituto di Architettura Tec-
nica at the Politecnico di Torino, under the direction of Augusto 
Cavallari Murat, and formalized in the UNI 7310/74.
5 �e two buildings are cataloged by both Derossi and Paroletti. 
See O. Derossi, 1781 M. Paroletti, 1819.
6  “for those two atria there is a common trend to draw in the 
space an abstract spatial geometry that seems controlled by aes-
thetic requirements, but not independent from the construction 
technique”. A. Cavallari Murat, 1957, p. 326.
7 Cavallari Murat remembers that at a short distance from the  un-
der construction  Cigliano palace, there was the site of the Church 
of the Holy Martyrs, which certainly Plantery had the opportunity 
to visit, observing the “a conca” vault carved by lunettes and criss-
crossed by energetic bands.” A. Cavallari Murat, 1957, p. 342.
8 In the opinion of Cavallari Murat, Olivero attribute the Cach-
erano di Envie palace to Plantery, while the design drawings for 
the Count Ferraris house, contained in the collection of Van-
done di Cortemiglia may be by Plantery or by Bernardo Antonio 
Vittone, his nephew, who in those years was collaborator of his 
uncle. See A. Cavallari Murat, 1957, pp. 335-336.

palace (1730), which features a vestibule covered by an 
“a fascioni” vault and, many years later, the Fontana di 
Cravanza palace (1753), where the designer, more than 
seventy years old at the time, on the one hand shows, 
in the use of the planterian vault, the total mastery of 
latent-geometric shapes and on the other modulates the 
decorative architectural language in an attempt to con-
form to the change in architectural taste.
�roughout the eighteenth century, perhaps because of the 
role that actively Plantery plays at the institutions for man-
agement and control of the development of the city, the 
model spreads in numerous variants: not only a formal and 
decorative reference, but also and above structural, sup-
ported by the sharing between workers of good practices 
and construction techniques (Fig. 1).
Most of the interventions is the reshaping of buildings in 
the “quadrangle” and the baroque city and in new build-
ings in the eighteenth-century expansion: in many build-
ing yards - not least those relating to the rectification of Via 
Dora Grossa (now Via Garibaldi) for which Plantery had a 
decision-making role - new constructions and reconstruc-
tions are realized in which often is coupled a barrel-vaulted 
passageway, with a planterian vault, more or less complex, 
depending on the ability of the designer, the role of the 
building – from income housing to palaces with related 
available volumes for representative spaces –, the location 
within the urban fabric, including overlooking spaces.
�e recent census, carried out by the authors in the his-
torical center of the city, has identified over fifty atriums 
covered by star-shaped and planterian vaults, to which 
are added a dozen of “ a fascioni” vaults, with origin re-
lated to Guarini’s works, whose study is currently at the 
beginning. �e development of a geographic informa-
tion system made it possible to organize the outcomes 
of the research program through the georeferencing of 
each object, accompanied by summaries, archival imag-
es, photographs, digital processing, ... (Fig. 2).
In relation to the creative process of the geometric gen-
eration of star-shaped and planterian vaults are not con-
served in general, except as regards Carignano palace9, 
archive drawings, but only the architectural text itself, 
the outcome of the material process, sometimes com-
promised today by improper interventions of space di-
vision or of construction of services.

9 See A. Lange, 1970, pp. 91-283.
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10 �e first results of the research, conducted by Roberta Spallone 
and Marco Vitali, with undergraduates Luca Antonietti, Gianluca 
Convertini and Alberto Meriano, course of study in Science of 
Architecture, School of Architecture of the Politecnico di Torino, 
are contained in: R. Spallone, M. Vitali, 2012 (a); R. Spallone, M. 
Vitali, 2012 (b); R. Spallone, M. Vitali, 2012 (c).
11 A. Cavallari Murat, 1957; A. Cavallari Murat, 1968.
12 E. Piccoli, 1996; E. Piccoli, 1999; E. Piccoli, 2001, E. Pic-
coli, 2006.

esis of the different configurations assumed, between 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, by the vaults 
of Turin halls, the seconds, on the meaning of vaulted 
systems in civil architecture of Piedmont in relation to 
architectural and structural engineering culture of the 
time, which are the basis for the implementation. Both 
contributions show the need for testing geometrical hy-
potheses with precise survey operations of the intrados 
geometry, which represent one of the highlights of this 
research.

Fig. 1. The spread of the planterian model in the city of Turin.

Architectural treatises and manuals on the art of building 
represented therefore an essential support for the cogni-
tive and interpretive research so far conducted10, aimed to 
interpreting the relations between the geometric nature, 
the construction techniques and the decoration of the 
star-shaped and planterian vaults in the Turin halls. 
For the present work are also fundamental the studies 
of Augusto Cavallari Murat11 and of Edoardo Picco-
li12: these studies focus, the firsts, on the formal gen-
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�e invention of the star-shaped vaults and planteri-
an from architectural theories to the rules of the art 
of building
(Roberta Spallone)

�e architectural literature, early and contemporary 
with the Seventeenth and Eighteenth century inter-
ventions above mentioned, is a valuable contribution 
to outline the cultural background and knowledge on 
building within which the architects were working. 
In fact, these sources include topics that range between 
the typological classifications, the geometric construc-
tion, the brick masonry techniques, the stereotomy, the 
building methods, and the calculation of areas.
�e interest of this work in brick masonry vaults, in-
tended for civil representative rooms, even of consid-
erable size, led to a particular focus on the geometrical 

matrices of the double-curved vaults (dome and “a con-
ca”) and complex vaults (cloister and barrel with two 
cloister heads), and pointed out a significant issue about 
terminology, related to the shape of the vault named “a 
conca” (shell-like), which will be discussed below.
In addition, it requires special attention to the subse-
quent geometric investigation, the method – either cuts 
with vertical planes or intersections - by which the main 
surfaces are combined with the secondary ones, gener-
ating, or not, relationships of formal independence be-
tween the shapes.
In the Renaissance, when Alberti writes about hemi-
spherical domes, and groin, umbrella and “hull” vaults13, 
and di Giorgio Martini cites as “modern”14 the sail vaults 

13 L. B. Alberti, 2010, p. 39.
14 F. di Giorgio Martini, 1967, p. 92.

Fig. 2. Geographic Information System: star-shaped and planterian 
vaults in the historic fabric of Turin.
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and the vaults with corbels and lunettes, Palladio propos-
es a significant systematization of these, listing six types of 
vaults: “�ere are six different forms of Arches, viz. cross’d, 
fasciated, flat, (those are call’d so, which are but a Section 
of a Circle) round, grinded, and shell-like, all which have 
in height one third of a breadth of the Room”15. Palladio 
relates the geometric shape of the vaults with their rise, and 
this is in turn referred to the size of the plan; in a plate, the 
author, exemplifies the typology hypothesizing different 
proportional ratios between the two sides of a room. 

15 I.  Jones, 1742, I, XXIV. “Sei sono le maniere de’ volti cioè a 
crociera, a fascia, a remenato (che cosi chiamano i volti, che sono 
di portione di cerchio, e non arrivano al semicircolo) ritondi, a 
lunette, et a conca: i quali hanno di frezza il terzo della larghezza 
della stanza” A. Palladio, 1980, p. 73.

In particular, with respect to the definition of vault “a 
conca”, it should be noted that, along with those with 
lunettes, a “modern Invention”16, it coincides with that of 
a barrel vault with two cloister heads which is proposed as 
a covering system for a dynamic rectangular plan which 
sides are in the a ratio of 2 to 3.
Scamozzi devotes much writing to the typological de-
scription of barrel vaults, “a conca”, with lunettes, groin, 
dome, cloister and lowered17, as it is shown in the de-
scriptive plate (Fig. 3), by means of shells with circular 
directrix aimed to fillet a flat ceiling with the walls of the 
room. In the same plate, Scamozzi takes up the discus-
sion on the volumetric proportions of the rooms, includ-
ing the proper rise of the vault, and proposes to cover 
square rooms using the lowered vault, generated as above 
mentioned, and named in the script “Cloister vault”; for 
those with a ratio of 5 to 4 in the plan, a lowered vault, 
now called “Conca”, and finally , for those with a ratio of 
3 to 2 in the plan, another lowered vault with lunettes, 
which he calls “a Conca and Lunettes”18.
About a century later, in three different works, Architet-
tura Civile, Euclides adauctus and Il modo di misurare le 
fabbriche, Guarini lays the theoretical foundations19, 
complementary to each other, of the invention, the con-
struction, and the calculation of surfaces and volumes of 
the new shapes of vaults20.
In the Architettura Civile the author notes that “�e 
vaults are the main part of the buildings, and the au-
thors who have written on architecture care so little 
about them, that some do not even talk about them, 
whilst they are the most difficult not only to invent, and 
drawing, but also to be built”21.
After mentioning the Palladian classification22, Guarini deals 

16 Idem.
17 V. Scamozzi, 1615, pp. 320-322.
18 Ibid., p. 323.
19 Among the references of Guarini, acknowledged by critics, 
remember the works of  De L’Orme, Jousse, Milliet Dechales, 
Dérand and indirectly through him, of  Desargues.
20 G. Guarini, 1968; G. Guarini, 1671; G. Guarini, 1674.
21 “Le volte sono la principale parte delle fabbriche, e gli autori 
che hanno scritto d’architettura se la passano sì brevemente, che 
alcuni nemmeno ne parlano, quando sono le più difficili non 
tanto da inventar, e porre in disegno, ma anche da porre in op-
era”. G. Guarini, 1968, p. 277.
22 With respect to the choice of Guarini to mention only Pal-
ladio, Bianca Tavassi la Greca, author of the notes to the text, 

Fig. 3. Heights and proportions of the main rooms. (From V. 
Scamozzi, L’idea della Architettura Universale, p. 323). 
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with the geometric genesis of “various types of vaults”23 that 
arise from “six rounds bodies”24 - identified as cylinder, 
cone, conoid, sphere, ellipsoid or rotational ovoid, and 
scalene ellipsoid -  geometrically demonstrating the var-
iants generated by the use of different elementary sur-
faces, proposing “a number of types and inventions”25 
with the clarification of the proper proportions of the 
underlying rooms and illustrating the techniques of 
drawing “and finally [...] build them using both brick 
and marble”26 (Figs. 4-5). Deepening  the description, 
starting from each of the six primitives, he illustrates the 
possibility, by means of intersections and sections, to 
generate the simple vaults - pendentives and sail vaults 
- and composed vaults - cloister and groin - in addition
to those with lunettes generated by cuts (in triangular or
circular projection) of the main surface27.
�e description of “the way of drawing the vaults”28

focuses on the rise of vault in relation to the propor-
tions of the plan and the possible number of lunettes
in connection with the size of the room. In particular,
the instructions for the vaults named “a conca” or clois-
ter - which the author considers as synonyms – either
generated by cylinders or cones, are a useful comparison
with the artifacts studied in the present paper. Guarini
states, in fact, that these vaults “as they will be less high,
so they will be more beautiful, because, generally being
realized in not very high rooms, if you make  the rise
little, you will make the room more airy; in any case the
height that you would normally give is a quarter of its
diameter, and less than a fifth”29.
In the Euclides adauctus, through a series of rigorous
geometric proofs, Guarini deepens the projective and

observes that even Philibert de L’Orme has diffusely spoken of 
vaults in the fourth book of his Treaty, and underlines that Por-
toghesi has identified a clear dependence of the Treaty of Gua-
rini from that of Dérand. G. Guarini, 1968, p. 277.
23 “varie maniere di volte”, Ibid., p. 278.
24 “sei corpi tondi”. Idem.
25 “diverse maniere ed invenzioni”. Ibid., p. 277.
26 “e finalmente [...] di porle in opera tanto di mattoni favel-
lando, quanto di marmo”.  Ibid., pp. 277-278.
27 Ibid., p. 283.
28 “Del modo di disegnare le volte”. Ibid., p. 284.
29 “quanto saran meno svelte, tanto saran più belle, perché, 
facendosi nelle camere per ordinario che non hanno molta al-
tezza, se si fanno di poca elevazione renderanno la stanza più 
svelta; l’ordinario però che gli si suol dare è di un quarto del suo 
diametro, e il meno un quinto”. Idem.

Fig. 4. Vaults and various ways to make them. (From G. Guarini, 
Architettura Civile, plate XXVII).
Fig. 5. Way of drawing the vaults.  (From G. Guarini, Architettu-
ra Civile, plate XXVIII).
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stereotomic problems referred to the same vaults. In 
particular, in the Treaty XXXII, De superficiebus cor-
porum in planum redigendis, conceptually preceded by 
the Treaty XXVI, De Proiecturis, which constitutes its 
propaedeutics and addresses those elementary problems 
that anticipate the resolution of complex sections and 
intersections, Guarini provides methods for solving the 
intersection between simple and double curvature solids 

Fig. 7. Geometric construction of compound vaults. (From G. Cu-
rioni, L’arte di Fabbricare, vol. V, plate XIII).

Fig. 6. Vaults (From B.A. Vittone, 
Istruzioni elementari, excerpt of plate 
LXXVIII).

and for their unfolding. As observed by Bianchini, the 
treaty, along with the originality and rigor with which 
the problems are examined in the context of the method 
of orthogonal projections, combines “the extraordinary 
value of applications that take towards the development 
of architectural forms, as is evident in the case of the 
design of vaults or domes”30.
�e Modo di misurare le fabbriche completes the two 
treatises. Here Guarini describes the methods, geomet-
ric and arithmetic, for calculation of the different areas 
that compound the vaults, aimed to procurement of 
construction materials.
Vittone, nephew of Plantery, in the Istruzioni elementa-
ri, after mentioning the criteria for setting proportions 
proposed by Palladio and Scamozzi, analyzes the ma-
sonry vaults as part of the building, describes the types 
(Fig. 6) and the empirical and graphical procedures for 
the determination of the thickness for keystones and 
springers. With respect to the nomenclature, he follows 
that of Guarini, and simplifies it because “it is not my 
concern to tell of all sorts of vaults, which the oddness 
of Architects can produce by composition” 31. Material 
traces of these vaults of new invention and their possible 
variants, of which nothing he writes, are left by Vittone 
in a dozen vaults in Grosso palace a Riva di Chieri, near 
Turin, as a summa of his personal interpretation of the 
planterian vaults, which are currently one of the subject 
of research by the authors of this paper32.

30 C. Bianchini, 2008, p. 27.
31 “non essendo il mio pensiere il dire di tutte le specie di Volte, 
che può la bizzaria degli Architetti per composizione produrre”. 
B. A. Vittone, 1760, p. 501.
32 �e research team involved on this subject is made up of 
Roberta Spallone, Marco Vitali and Simona Gallina, in collabo-
ration with the graduating student Manuela Pianezzola.
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As seen, the sources, earlier and contemporary with the 
birth of the star-shaped and planterian vaults, although 
provide an important documentation on the possibili-
ties of formal inventions based on rigorous geometric 
constructions, do not show any operational guidance on 
the execution in the construction site, using brick ele-
ments supported by centring. �is information, how-
ever, can be found in later writings: the techniques of 
construction of the architectural elements, which were 
prerogative of the various artisans and handed down as 
operational practice, became the object, in Italy, of spe-
cific handbooks by the end of the nineteenth century.
�e handbooks of Curioni33, a professor in the School 
of Application for Engineers and Architects of Turin in 
the second half of the nineteenth century, seem to be 
one of the links between theoretical propositions and 
practical rules of the art of building, and are character-
ized by a mutual complementarity when dealing with 
vaulted structures.
In fact, while in the “Geometria pratica”34, with great 
accuracy and by means of orthogonal and axonometric 
projections (Fig. 7) he deals with the measurement of 
the surfaces of vaults, whose generating geometries are 
shown in the plates, in the “Lavori generali di architet-
tura”35, the author, after listing the reference nomencla-
ture, explains the significant distinction, of geometric 
nature, between the simple vaults (generated by a prim-
itive) and the composite ones (formed by the intersec-
tion of more primitives). In particular, in the text, we 
find a different definition, if compared to literary tra-
dition, of the vault “a conca” that is here described as a 
simple vault based on a rectangular plan and generated 
by an elliptic curve that moves along a vertical plane and 
deforms so as to constantly lean on three directrices of 
which the first and the third are straight and the second 
is a curve.
�e taxonomy gives way to the examination of an ex-
tensive list of case studies that is developed, even graph-
ically, and mainly in orthographic projections, in which 
the thickness of the walls and the decor elements, such 

33 G. Curioni, 1864-1870; G. Curioni, 1873-1884.
34 �e “Geometria pratica”(Geometry practice) is the Volume 
V, published in 1868, in G. Curioni, 1864-1870.
35 �e “Lavori generali di architettura civile” (General works of 
civil architecture), is the Volume III, published in 1865, in G. 
Curioni, 1864-1870.

as capitals, cornices, nuts, appear to materialize the ge-
ometric conformations (Fig. 8). �e broad discussion, 
developed in the later part, refers to the same drawings 
and relates to the centring techniques. �is part of the 
script leads to its extreme consequences the reasoning 
on the vaults, and from the formal conception reaches 
the building techniques. Having distinguished  “thin” 
and “ large” vaults, the author defines the materials and 
the construction techniques proper for the two main el-
ements of the supports: the centring - to be positioned 
precisely at particular locations, such as in the keystone 
of the vault, along the geometric intersections and by 
parallel sections with preset distances - and the laggings 
that lean against them and form the surface on which 
the intrados of the vault lies.
�e accurate descriptions of the support system allow 
the reader to imagine the construction stages, even for 
vaults, admittedly complex, such as those star-shaped 
and planterian.
�e approach to the constructive problems also involves 
the acquisition of an additional sensitivity in the choice 
of the geometries used as reference: while Curioni 
speaks of elliptical centring, the later authors suggest to 
use the polycentric sections because of their easier real-
ization. �is information led us to verify the geometric 
hypotheses on case studies by the alternative applica-
tion of the two alleged sections. Further considerations 
of an economic nature which relate to the usefulness 
of standardizing the centring and, possibly, to employ 
them more than once, have oriented each assumption 
of the geometric interpretation.
�e arguments of Curioni are completed in the “Costru-
zioni civili stradali ed idrauliche”36, in which he pro-
vides guidance, supported by reference to professional 
experience in residential buildings, about the types of 
the most appropriate vaults, the rise and the thickness 
of the brick structure in relation to the size of the room, 
the dislocation of the arches of reinforcement, and final-
ly, the stability tests.
Similarly to the writings of Curioni, other handbooks 
of the end of century accurately describe customs and 
practices established by architects and craftsmen: with 
regard to the vaulted structures are reviewed materials 

36 �e “Costruzioni civili stradali ed idrauliche” (Civil road 
construction and hydraulic) is the title of the Volume VI, pub-
lished in 1870, in G. Curioni, 1864-1870.
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and structural characteristics of the most common vaults, 
focusing on the construction of the centring, their dis-
tribution in support operations, the preparation of the 
laggings and its arrangement, i.e. the masking of defects 
on the surface – made with sand and lime -, on the real-
ization of the arc sets, on equipment, on the building of 
the keystone and on the operations of disarmament and 
setup.
In the same years the Italian translation of the German 
handbook of Breymann37 devotes ample space to the de-
scription of geometry and construction of masonry and 
stone vaults, and in particular proposes again, as defini-
tion of vault “a conca” that of barrel vault with cloister 
heads and explains the static benefits of the polycentric 
section instead of the elliptical one. �e extensive work 
of Chevalley38, a professor in the School of Application 

37 G. A. Breymann, 1884.
38 G . C he valley, 1924.

of Turin, Polytechnic of Turin since 1906, appears to be 
a summa of local building knowledge about the vaulted 
structures and enriches the cognitive framework set up by 
the sources above mentioned through numerous plates in 
which are shown, in plan and section views, the most usu-
al brickwork equipments for the different types of vaults 
(Fig. 9). Other significant plates indicate the arrangement 
of the centrings and the unfolding on the plane of the 
intrados surfaces of the vaults. Referring to the definition 
of vault “a conca” the author confirms the new definition 
of Curioni, that Cavallari Murat and his scholars take up, 
to describe many of the Eighteenth century vaults, which 
are the the subject of this analysis39 - with the specifica-

39 It seems premature, at this stage of the research, to state that 
such definition of vault “a conca” is the exclusive prerogative of 
a particular local tradition of building that widely used similar 
type of shape. Refer to future progress in the investigation, for 
the specification of this topic.

Fig. 8. Masonry structure of simple and compound vaults. 
(From G. Curioni, L’arte di Fabbricare, vol. III, plate XXIV).
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tion that they are often hanging structures in canework 40. 
In studying the star-shaped and planterian vaults, the 
geometric and interpretative analyses on the intrados 
surfaces are based on the explanations of Chevalley on 
the techniques of placement of rows of bricks in the op-
erations of equipment: the structural problems related to 
the key lowering upon the disarmament and especially 
the different conformations of the edges of intersection 
between the surfaces of the vault, depend on the build-
ing techniques used. In fact, by modifying the arrange-
ment of the bricks in function of the geometric char-
acteristics of the surface, the edges may be constructed 
with different techniques of gripping, aimed at avoiding 
“lines of weakness in the structure of the vaults”41, or re-
alizing three-dimensional arches of reinforcement with 
extrados thickening of the resistant section.

40 G. Chevalley, 1924, pp. 230-232.
41 Ibid., p. 238.

�e vaults in the atria of Provana di Collegno e Asi-
nari di San Marzano palaces, in the Novarina di San 
Sebastiano e Cigliano houses and in the Cavour pal-
ace: geometric modeling and architectural drawing
(Roberta Spallone, Marco Vitali)

�e star-shaped and planterian vaults have, in many 
cases, an elevated height of impost and a lowered section 
of the main vault, whose surface is “cut out”, through 
two different techniques.
In some cases, vertical planes dissect the main surface 
and the resulting gap is covered with lunettes or little 
sail or cloister vaults, in others, the final configuration 
is obtained through intersections of the core vault with 
rotational surfaces arranged along axis and diagonals: 
both methods allow to realize, in courtly circles, chains 
of airy spaces or offer, in the service areas, perimeter 
clear height and adequate lighting.
�e case studies, selected within those until now investi-
gated, delineate a path that, as said, starting from starred 
radiocentric conformations leads to the consolidation of 
the planterian schemes set on two perpendicular axes. 

Fig. 9. Groin vaults with 
different equipment brick-
work. Cloister vaults with 
different solutions of bricks 
arrangement. (From G. 
Chevalley, Elementi di 
tecnica dell’architettura, 
plates CVII, XCI).
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(Fig. 10) �e significant dimensional changes, in plan 
and elevation, testify one side the different prestige of 
owning families, the other the formal, techniques and 
manufacturing skills of architects and craftsmen in the 
invention and adaptation of complex solutions to prob-
lems of vaulted surfaces.
In the Provana di Collegno palace the stellar structure, 
elliptical in plane, is inscribed within a rectangular plan 
resting on eight free-standing columns, which generate 
a large space free of structural obstacles: in the result-
ing angular portions are created four cloister vaults. �e 

main surface can be read as a dome created by a scalene 
ellipsoid, on which intersect secondary conical vaults, 
with semi-elliptical guidelines, forming eight lunettes 
along axes and diagonals.
�e residual corners are covered by independent cloister 
vaults, that complete the coverage of the atrium: they 
have the same impost plane of the main surface and a 
lowered keystone height.
�ose lowered vaults are isolated from the main vault-
ed system by the arches, that have a fundamental role 
in stiffening the structure. In fact, the walls, combined 

Fig. 10. Synoptic scheme with plan and section of the investigated case studies.
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with a plot of lintels, has the “duty to stiffen the struc-
ture and ‘tie’ it to the wall mass on the sides”42, which 
is also important for the distribution of loads to the 
ground.
�e formal complexity of the system “should have re-
sulted in another constructive tour de force, impossible 
to grasp in today plastered structure”43 which hides the 
necessary detailed shape of the bricks.
�e decoration marks the intrados, creating hierarchies 
so that the star and central ellipse arise in the foreground.
In the Asinari di San Marzano palace, Michelangelo 
Garove proposes a compositional scheme which revisits 
and develops that one of Provana di Collegno palace: 
the main space, rotated at 90 degrees, is associated with 
groin vault modules that expand beyond its limits the 
main vault and that dampen the radial character in fa-
vor of the walking axis and of the prospective funnel on 
the courtyard. �e elliptical shape of the plan, much 
more readable in the previous example, is transformed 
here into an octagon and it is anchored to the wall struc-
ture, replacing four of the eight free-standing columns 
with four pilaster strips: the central portion of the vault 
retains the characteristics of the model from which it 
derives, and the corner modules, previously independ-
ent, are here solved by a formal point of view as an ex-
tension of the groin-vaulted modules and connected to 
the main vault.
�e Novarina house is a further development of the 
radial pattern since, assumed the paradigm of Asinari 
di San Marzano palace, it tries to solve the geometric 
complexity in a new way: the main vault is transformed 
into a groin vault joined, perpendicular to the access 
axis, with two oval-based half shell, which engage the 
lunettes, generated in part by cuts, in part by intersec-
tions. �e layout has many similarities with Asinari 
palace but the main vault, geometrically conceived in 
a different way, distorts and denies the stellar setting 
through a different trend of the lunettes: in fact, they 
don’t touch the central oval shape.
�e reference to the umbrella-shaped vaults of the late 
Renaissance is evident in the atrium of the  Cigliano 
house: it apparently consists of “eight tapered and ram-
pant barrel vaults, eight shells which engage a little hard 

42 E. Piccoli, 2001, p. 84.
43 Idem.

in a large central oval”44. �is description is questioned 
by the investigation based on the geometric data of the 
metric survey because they lead to hypothesize as main 
surface a cloister vault with a semi-elliptical, or polycen-
tric, with axial lunettes generated by sections.
�e intersection gives rise to four of the eight barrels pre-
viously described. �e others belong, in fact, to the main 
surface, while the angular vaults (sail vaults) cut the cor-
ner portions of the cloister vault. �e geometric under-
standing is further complicated by the plaster decoration 
that forms “ suggestive but misleading geometries that, 
especially in the central ellipse drawing, do not seem to 
reflect the structure”45. Also in this case the reference to 
construction techniques that would promote the smooth-
ing of the intersection edges of the cloister vault seems 
to satisfy the hypothesis: the plaster ribs emphasize the 
intersections between the main surface and the second-
ary, although denying the edges of the pavilion itself, that 
cannot be perceived at the intrados of the vault (Fig. 11).
In Cavour palace the coverage of the double atrium, 
which appeared to Olivero as “a great sail vault having 
six equal and narrow supports and giving rise to six lu-
nettes,” 46 can be interpreted by a main surface made of 
a barrel vault with cloister heads47, intersected by two 
rampant barrel vaults with an elliptical cross-section, 
in order to generate the lunettes, and four angular sail 
vaults, spherical shaped, with the support plane slight-
ly raised when compared to the one of main system. 
�e intersection between the different surfaces, primary 
and secondary, generates a series of 3D intersections, 
highlighted by plaster decoration which, in the cen-
tral portion of both the twin shells, is emancipated by 
structural system and accentuate, with wise curvilinear 
movements, the swelling effect (Fig. 12).

44 A. Cavallari Murat, 1957, p. 326.
45 E. Piccoli, 1996.
46 E. Olivero, 1932, p. 11.
47 �e situation could be similar to that one showed by the 
extrados survey of the vault of the main floor hall in Piea castle, 
in E. Piccoli, 1999, p. 91, given that in the central portion of the 
vault the ascent of the longitudinal section of the span is greatly 
reduced and in the same portion of the twin vault is zero.
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Fig. 11. Atrium of the 
Cigliano house: geo-
metric interpretation 
of the mail vault.

Fig. 12. Novarina House and Cavour 
palace: geometric interpretation 
and three-dimensional representation 
of the main vaults.
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Fig. 13. Provana di Collegno palace, Cigliano house and Cavour 
palace: perspective views of the theoretical models compared with the 
photographs taken during the survey activities.

Fig. 14. Provana di Collegno and Asinari di San Marzano palaces, Novarina and Cigliano 
houses and Cavour palace: axonometric views of the three-dimensional models for the analysis 
and for the comparison of the different types of intersections.
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Conclusions
(Roberta Spallone, Marco Vitali) 

�e three-dimensional digital modeling, which preced-
ed methodologically the two-dimensional representa-
tion, has allowed us to verify the sections and intersec-
tions between complex surfaces, comparing different 
hypotheses about the shapes, and to reconstruct the 
perspective views of the theoretical models considered 
more adequate for the material realization, to be com-
pared with the photographs taken during the survey ac-
tivities (Fig. 13).
�e traditional graphical representation, structured by 
means of plan and sections, in which the virtual pro-
jections and vertical profiles of the vault system are ob-
tained by projections and sections of the three-dimen-
sional model, completed the understanding of the in-
terior space and added the decorative level to the shape 
analysis.
�e work methodology, established through its appli-
cation to a dozen case studies revealed the heuristics 
potential of three-dimensional modeling that offers 
rigorous solutions for every kind of intersection (Fig. 
14). �e discrepancies with the actual building, which 
combines the deviations from the ideal model due to 
the needs – or difficulties – of construction, with those 
others, due to passage of time, from the lowering of the 
rise in the process of disarmament to small disruptions 
related to the repetition of operating loads and possible 
land subsidence, emerged as the metric survey is done 
accurately and precisely.
�e in-depth analyses of treatises deal with the problem 
of theoretical geometric shapes of the more common 
vaults, omitting the analytical explanation of singular, 
more complex, cases. We can suppose that certain solu-
tions were prepared each time on purpose to solve the 
practical problems of the construction site that was the 
place of experimentation with new forms or their mat-
uration.
�e descriptions of the building handbooks about the 
techniques of framework compared with the sections 
surveyed, generating intrados surfaces, allows us to im-
agine the shape and location of the most appropriate 
centring, whilst those relating to the masonry equip-
ment, that show how the lines of intersection of various 
theoretical geometric surfaces are resolved through rein-

forced bands to generate chamfers connection between 
them, are supported by the results of extrados surveys, 
carried out during restoration campaigns of similar con-
temporary buildings.
Specifically in the path that leads from the star-shaped 
vaults to the planterian ones, through the conducted 
analysis, it can be recognized that geometry and con-
struction knowledge are balanced and contribute to give 
a precise shape to those changes in taste that character-
ize the transition between the seventeenth and eight-
eenth centuries.

A — �e authors thank the architect Simona 
Gallina for her careful review of the translation of their text.
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